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I KNOW THESE THINGS AND OTHER LIES is a thesis comprised of an Ars Poetica 
essay and a collection of poems. The essay addresses my history with poetry, thoughts on how I 
view the act of writing, my reading inspirations, and how this collection began to be formed. The 
poems in this collection delve into the realities of black identity to observe the tensions between 
speech and silence, between memory and perpetuity. These poems address my cultural and personal 
history and take aim at the silences attributed to masculinity, black masculinity specifically. A sample 
of these poems is included here. 
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Ars Poetica 
 I am apprehensive every time I am tasked to write an Ars Poetica essay, and wonder 
how best to encapsulate the logic behind the processes of my writing. Even now, writing this 
very essay, I wonder what motivates that hesitancy, and I believe the apprehension in my 
varying attempts shares a similar home to the spaces I am trying to interrogate in my writing, 
primarily in this thesis manuscript “I Know These Things & Other Lies.” There is a 
consistent through line in this text that deals with my own personal history after my father’s 
death. This space has been difficult to unearth and interrogate in writing. It was not until 
taking Ted Kooser’s tutorial class that the idea to write on this subject came to fruition.  
When we first met, Ted asked what I was writing about, and I told him about my 
interest both academically and creatively concerning African American poetics. I listed some 
of my poets new and old like Langston Hughes, Tiana Clark, Gwendolyn Brooks, along with 
others like Mary Ruefle and Mary Oliver. I told Ted I had been studying and writing poems 
about the African American experience. When he asked about my family, I told him about 
the people I knew and skipped over one I did not know anything to share about, my father.  
Ted, being ever so observant, asked why I chose to exclude my father from my story 
and from my poetry, and I returned his question with the truth of my father’s absence in my 
life. After, Ted asked if I would consider writing about my father, his absence – though, he 
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never tried to push me in that direction wholeheartedly. Instead, he suggested I reconsider 
how much I might be missing out by excluding this topic. I believe Ted was insisting that I 
consider my personal history more like how Kim Addonizio and Dorrianne Laux do in The 
Poet’s Companion where they write, “There is a world inside each of us that we know better 
than anyone else, and a world outside of all of us that calls for our attention1.” My poems 
would remain stagnant and unimaginative if I chose not to consider more aspects of my life. 
And so, I took on the challenge.  
I begin this collection with the poem “The Big Day” and end with “When/I Know.” 
In this way, I believe the collection begins and ends in the same temporal and spatial setting, 
which is also to say, I see these poems working within a circular timeframe—that all of these 
poems, these memories, these prayers, these worries, these moments are the articulation of 
the final line of the first poem: “I’ve been trying so hard to speak these truths.” The 
challenge behind speaking these truths comes from a place of silence, motivated by shame 
and the issues surrounding masculinity. When I told Josh I loved him, many of the other 
attendants laughed (this moment I do not capture in the poem, but I think about often) and 
their reaction was comical as opposed to tender when the maid-of-honor told the bride she 
loved her. I could not find fault in those in attendance, but I knew that moment held my 
 
1 Kim Addonizio and Dorianne Laux, “Writing and Knowing” in The Poets Companion (New York, NY: W.W. Norton, 
1997), 21. 
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attention, especially after receiving the news of my father’s passing as he was a man whom I 
believe never loved me and never brought himself to say so. 
By taking on Ted’s challenge of introducing a new facet of my life in my poetry, I 
continued to develop my critical eye for observation. Soon, I began asking more questions of 
myself, my personal history, my family history, of the world around me. In conjunction with 
this developing critical eye, I have kept my senses about the type of poems I want to write 
and the voices they claim. I see myself as often being narratively focused and to the point in 
my writing. The opening couplet of “Creation Myth” begins: “What my mother and father 
had was sex / and nothing much more.” As a writer, I am not very interested in fable 
making but in (what we can consider) the truth of a situation, though I know that more than 
one truth may very well be applicable based on the circumstance. I believe that many 
moments can capture beauty or love or whatever might be the bright shining thing that 
holds your attention if you look closely and gently enough at your subject.  
I’ve been advised to be more aggressive or viscous with my writing. I’ve been told to 
dig further into a subject until I can “resolve” it by gnawing at it until I have extracted an 
emotion that feels pertinent. I don’t believe this advice suits me at this moment. Maybe it 
never will. There is value in this advice, and those who subscribe to this line of thinking are 
valuable, but I have no interest in (myself or anyone else) performing a trauma for art and 
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attention. I think about a piece like “Poem After Dinner In Sarasota.” While writing this 
poem, and several of these poems, I’ve had to look beyond the surface, in this instance 
about being racially singled out at a restaurant and look toward what brings me joy and love 
in this moment: being able to share time and space with my extended family. I think of the 
poem “Angelo” begins, “My mother never gave me the words to hate you, / never spoke 
poorly of you,” and this is true.  I believe the role the mother plays is just as pivotal as the 
father plays in this text, if not more for a moment such as this one. I’ve worried if this 
collection reads more like Ocean Vuong’s Night Sky with Exit Wounds than say Louise 
Glück’s Faithful and Virtuous Night.  
Some of the main concepts I’ve returned to within this manuscript have been the 
relationship between the things I know for certain, the things I am unsure of, and what I 
think very well might not be true as I wrestle with thoughts. Donald Justice writes, “The 
poetic line comes to constitute a sort of paraphrase of the raw feeling” and that “the very act 
of writing at all does usually imply an attempt to master the subject well enough to 
understand it2.” I continue to try telling these truths the best I know how, line after line. The 
final poem of the collection, “When/I Know” holds these several of these central ideas. In 
that poem, I make a few claims – first, what I am unsure of: “When / diabetes comes to take 
 
2 Donald Justice, “Meters and Memory” in Claims for Poetry, ed. Donald Hall (Ann Arbor, MI: The University of 
Michigan Press, 1982), 199. 
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/ from my body, my left foot / will be the one to go.” Then, with what I know without a 
doubt, in this instance, moving from the imagined to the actual, crafting an image out of 
memory: “When / grandfather’s diabetes required / surgery, his right leg was marked / ‘do 
not cut’ with sharpie ink.” Finally, I reenter that space of the imagined, trying to peer into 
what might be true: “When grandfather woke /… he wished he’d never survived.”  I 
approach writing these poems with tenderness. If I may think of the poems in this collection 
in a cinematographic way, I would think of many of them as still frames and closeups. A love 
I have outside of poetry is the long-form documentary. I especially love the work of Ken 
Burns, a filmmaker known for often utilizing still photographs in his documentaries. Burns is 
also the originator of what has since been referred to as “The Ken Burns Effect,” a type of 
visual effect that specializes in zooming in and enhancing the detail of an image then 
methodically panning within the frame to show its details. I think of my poems in a similar 
fashion. I write to show the reader one moment, maybe more, and I want to stay there and 
focus on the significance of that space.  
*** 
I’d once believed my first encounter with poetry came in college during an Intro to 
Creative Writing Class. However, as I’ve thought back further, I remember back to 
elementary school, in Mr. Nelson’s class, writing raps with my friends in the back of the 
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classroom. For so long I had never considered that act of writing raps poetic, but the 
elements of poetry were surely there. I no longer possess those poems but they probably 
featured some form of an AABB rhyme scheme. I’m sure they featured quatrains because 
rap verses are often written in sixteen bar units, which might be a leading cause for my 
interest with trying to have very tidy stanzas. What I learned from writing those raps, and 
what I have learned in the years since, is that I have an ear that is attracted to the rhythms 
and music of certain syntactical arrangements. 
 The closest I’ve ever gotten to performing high quality scansion has come from 
scanning rap music. It has come from counting the stressed and unstressed syllables of 
verses that catch my ear for the ways the voice becomes another instrument layered amongst 
the mix. There are a few artists whose vocal patterns catch my ear frequently, like Kanye 
West, Donald Glover, and Jaden Smith. I’ve drawn inspiration for poems in this collection 
based on the syllable count in songs from those artists. I’ll take a sheet of paper and pen and 
count the beats in the rhythms, the syllables, take note of where and when the artist bend 
certain words.  
*** 
I’ve held Brandon Som’s book The Tribute Horse close to me as a source of inspiration 
while writing these poems. I’m fascinated by the sonic value found in his poems, even when 
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he isn’t intentionally playing with the way words sound. One of my favorite examples comes 
in “Seascape3” where Som writes “Underground disorients us / From above which explains 
why / We’ve forgotten so much of heaven. / A subway car sounds like you / Searching the 
silverware / For a tablespoon.” I often return to Som’s book when I feel like I want to 
rethink my diction. These lines from Som are some of my favorite from the collection, and 
I’ve been in love with the sounds that they deploy even though most of them are nouns: 
“heaven,” “tablespoon,” silverware.” 
I was able to further develop my interest in the sonic values of poetry after moving 
to the state of Nebraska where I was introduced to the Nebraska Writers Collective (NWC). 
The NWC is an organization working primarily in slam poetry and offers workshops and 
competitions that are held across the state. I began working with the NWC as a Teaching 
Artist placed to work with students from Lincoln East High School through their youth 
poetry competition platform named Louder than a Bomb (LTAB). I was hesitant to work in 
this capacity considering I did not have any history with performance pieces. Thankfully, I 
was placed to work alongside Riley Westerholt, who’s encouragement and leadership—along 
with her seven years of experience in performance poetry—proved to be invaluable in 
acquainting me to a nuanced iteration of poetry. In this capacity, I began listening to more 
 
3 Brandon Som, “Seascape” in The Tribute Horse (Brooklyn & Callicoon, NY), page 37 
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and more poetry than ever before and I’m sure that has sharpened the voice I’ve developed 
as a writer. Working with young writers on slam poetry has helped initiate me into the 
writing situation necessary for a piece in ways that I did not think it would have. “I Know 
These Things & Other Lies” features several poems inspired by performance, such as “The 
Magic,” “Snowflakes and Honey,” “On The Day Lamar Jackson’s Jersey is Sent to the 
Pope” and multiple others. 
*** 
While in workshop with Kwame Dawes, he tasked students with sending him haiku 
via email, though he had his own (lengthy) set of expectations and formal constructions 
concerning the haiku. He’d respond with a terse “good,” if our attempts met his satisfaction. 
If they did not, we’d receive word on why the haiku was not working as he determined it 
should. Kwame went on to explain the value in this exercise as leading the poet back to 
writing every day, that the same muscles in the brain used to write longer poems would not 
become atrophied by disuse. The rigid guidelines on the haiku kept the poet honest and 
observant. This method of observation was to keep the poet ruminating on the space they 
inhabit. Denise Levertov writes, “…there is at our disposal no tool of the poetic craft more 
important, none that yields more subtle and precise efforts, than the line break if it is 
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properly understood4.” I think of my poems in this framework. When writing, I want my 
attention on each unit, as if each line could be a poem itself. This practice helped to drive 
home this attention even further. Kwame was right, as he often is. The practice was helpful 
with getting me back into writing every day.  This exercise, and its list of limitations,  freed 
me from having my mind as the only place to appear on the page. Instead, I was made to see 
the world as observable and as a place full of its own subject material.  
*** 
When I think of my relationship with Poetry, I think of the words of Audre Lorde, 
who in the essay, “Poems Are Not Luxuries,” writes: “…there are no new ideas. There are 
only new ways of making them felt, of examining what our ideas really mean.5” I’ve been 
writing to understand truth in my life and in the world to the best of my ability. It seems like 
the most successful writing I do comes face-to-face with truth and does not look away. 
While I revise my poems, I think back to the truth of the moments I’m trying to highlight.  
The closer to the truth, the clearer the image, the more pliable the metaphor. In my 
experiences with writing, there exists a space of contention between my own subjective 
 
4 Denise Levertov, “On the Function of the Line” in Claims for Poetry, ed. Donald Hall (Ann Arbor, MI: The University 
of Michigan Press, 1982), 265. 
5 Audre Lorde, “Poems Are Not Luxuries” in Claims for Poetry, ed. Donald Hall (Ann Arbor, MI: The University of 
Michigan Press, 1982), 285. 
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world and the experiences of the world-at-large that can feel overwhelming to approach. At 
times, I have lost confidence in the value of my own voice. Still, I continue to write.  
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The Big Day  
 
Half-finished with my best man’s speech, I tell Josh 
I love you, which is to say, I know your grandfather 
 
died the day we met in October five Halloween’s 
ago and that you didn’t tell me then because you didn’t  
 
want to ruin anyone’s night as we roasted marshmallows 
under that night speckled with starlight, which is to say 
 
I’ve tried to call you on every one of our friendiversaries  
since we live states away now and also that I look up 
 
to you and up to the moon some nights with its cold, lifeless  
face, filled with gratitude knowing the day we met was upsetting 
 
but also, invaluable to me; truthfully, I wonder 
if you had told me your grandfather died when I met you 
 
if I would have the words to salve your wounds, which is to say 
I’ve been trying so hard to speak these truths.  
1 
 2 
  
Creation Myth 
 
What my mother and father had was sex 
and nothing much more. My mother’s 
 
water broke twice before delivering me. 
The doctor told her your boy isn’t ready yet, 
 
before later that she should push three times.  
I know these things: when my father proposed, 
 
my mother couldn’t convince herself to oblige,  
she feared telling her mother, arranged 
 
to not have to. My grandmother 
was a praying woman – small and fiery, like 
 
the combustible surface of a matchstick.  
Neither of them believed in luck or chance.  
 
My great grandfather never left his country  
working as a farmer, or a blacksmith, maybe 
  
a tax collector. I know in any creation myth 
it’s the moral of the story that matters not  
 
the details, like that my mother was barely thirty,  
wore her hair short; asked God for one child,  
 
never a husband, no, it’s that after labor  
was the first time grandmother told her I love you. 
  
 3 
Germination 
 
My boy-child tongue 
lived as a caterpillar 
partially consuming 
in a garden of absence, 
wondering if it is possible  
to share space and still 
not speak. Translation 
from silence to speech 
is another form of betrayal. 
The caterpillar grew to dream 
of spaces free of silence— 
some new wordy home. 
  
 4 
My Mother Tells Me 
 
She slept through a hurricane, its 
whooshing, rainfall, flooding. 
 
In the room with her, an idle television  
broadcasting the damage 
 
of people’s homes  
that’d no longer be homes.  
 
In the newspaper, another woman  
stood in her yard, leant on a dresser, 
 
thinking, nothing lasts forever; 
we regret what we choose. 
  
 5 
Not Bad 
 
In my family, good has never been the answer 
to someone’s leading question: last night’s dinner— 
 
jerk chicken, pigeon peas and rice; Mama’s house  
after the hurricane; the rum the adults would pour  
 
into plastic cups after scraping the belly 
of the punchbowl; the local football teams— 
 
the Chieftains, the Dolphins, the Hurricanes; 
Lil’ Man, Boss Man, one of our cousins  
 
in jail; school grades; new haircuts; Dwayne Wade; 
The fruit of the ackee trees; Grandpa’s blood sugar; 
 
Carol City once it became Miami Gardens; 
Mama’s dementia; the plastic on the beaches; 
 
When they threatened to take Mama’s house; 
When they took Mama’s house,  
 
When they took Grandpa’s leg, all of these things  
get the same answer: not bad. 
 
